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cover story

This stunning image shows altered
granite at Roche in Cornwall.

The granite has become what is
known as a quartz schorl, being
composed of only quartz and the
almost black mineral tourmaline.

Tourmalinisation involves late-stage
magmatic fluids, rich in boron,
attacking feldspars and converting
them to tourmaline.

The site is owned by the Duchy of
Cornwall.
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editorial

Just how much of the ‘old order’ will
we take forward?

Less than a year ago, we were just beginning to learn about Covid-19.
The very first cases in the UK were being identified and hospital
admissions beginning. Fast forward to February 2021 and more than
110,000 of our fellow citizens have lost their lives.

Even though more than twelve million people have been vaccinated,
we are still not relaxing the lockdown. There are still many people
who have barely ventured out for months. On my travels between
home and office, I’m often the only person on the bus.

Our lives have been changed and I wonder if we will ever get back to
doing things the way we used to. Every week, Colin Schofield and I
are involved in teaching around a hundred people via a combination
of Zoom seasons and the online learning platform Moodle.

Whilst I wouldn’t describe us as experts in any way, we and most
importantly our learners, are getting on with remote learning Our
children and grand children are similarly engaged and for some, at
least this will have been a happy experience.

A typical Zoom session for us sees twenty or more learners spread
across the entire country, studying a common subject. Sometimes it’s
a stand alone Zoom lecture with time for questions and answers. All
very like the sort of session you could hold at your local club or
society. But unlike such a meeting, it can take in everyone, wherever
they live. It’s more inclusive.

With the right atmosphere, even the social side can be catered for.
because Zoom is an ideal medium in which people can contribute and
have fun as well as learn something of value. By way of an example,
on a recent Zoom session about coal mining in the UK. One of the
participants revealed that her partner was the mine geologist at
Bolsover Colliery when the giant dragonfly was found. Within
minutes he was there telling us all about it - the star of the show!

Up and down the land, many geological societies have engaged in
their own Zoom and other online platforms to deliver some really fine
geological teaching. Many are making these events open to all and
making them free. Well done to all those ‘geo-heroes’! The
Geologists’ Association has been leading the charge with some really
fine online materials using the tagline “Geology from your sofa”.
This is the portal that leads to virtual field trips, youtube and podcast
lectures and online courses. Well done GA!

So, when lockdown finally comes to an end and we can meet up
again, will we want to go back to the way things were before? As
with all innovations born out of necessity, some should most
destinely become part of the ‘new normal’. Why would we want to
take away something from people who have just been able to get it?

Lockdown could turn out to be the sort of jolt we all needed to think
things through. To find new ways to deliver education that’s just as
exciting as it used to be, but in a more accessible way. However,
there’s one part of geology where the real thing is still supreme, field
work, but that’s a story for another day!

Chris Darmon, Editor
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news up front

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
About Down to Earth

We are pleased to be able to inform you that we can guarantee
that there will be printed copies of all issues of Down to Earth
during 2021.

I know that many of you were impressed by the print quality of
your ‘new look’ magazine. This has however come at the cost of
discontinuing printed copies for our bulk subscribers. They now
only receive electronic copies.

I hope that you enjoy this issue!

A digest of some of the latest Earth
Science news from around the world.
Without analysing the dinosaur's humerus or femur, experts say it is
not yet possible to say how much the creature weighs. However, the
partially recovered dinosaur "can be considered one of the largest
titanosaurs," experts said, with a probable body mass exceeding or
comparable to that of a Patagotitan or Argentinosaurus. On estimate is
that this specimen may have weighed up to 100 tonnes and measure
around 40m in length.

Chris Darmon
Editor

Argentinian Titanosaur could be the largest dinosaur
ever to walk the planet...

A 98 million year old Cretaceous titanosaur that was first discovered
in 2012, could be the largest dinosaur ever to live on Earth, claim
Argentinian palaeontotologists.

The remains of the so far unnamed dinosaur were discovered in the
Neuquén Province of northwest Patagonia, but are still in the process
of being excavated. The bones that have so far been unearthed point to
it being mosts likely a titanosaur, possibly the largest one on record.
Titanosaurs were amongst the largest sauropod. They were
longnecked, herbivores and lived from the late Jurassic period right
through to the end of the Cretaceous. This region of Patagonia has
yielded a number of similar skeletons in recent years.

"It is a huge dinosaur, but we expect to find much more of the skeleton
in future field trips, so we'll have the possibility to address with
confidence how really big it was," Alejandro Otero, a paleontologist
with Argentina's Museo de La Plata, told CNN via email.

The team working on some of the massive titanosaur vertebrae and
other skeletal remains. (Image: CNN taken in 2014)

Argentinian experts believe that the specimen strongly suggests the
co-existence of larger titanosaurs living together with medium-sized
titanosaurs and small-sized rebbachisaurids at the beginning of the
Late Cretaceous period, which began 101 million years ago.

"These size differences could indeed explain the existence of such
sauropod diversity in the Neuquén Basin during the Late Cretaceous
in terms of niche partitioning," they wrote.

Researchers said that, while they don't believe the creature to belong
to a new species, they have so far been unable to assign it to a known
genus of dinosaur. Such a situation isn’t uncommon with dinosaurs.
Something similar has happened in the UK. both on Skye and the Isle
of Wight. It\s an indication that there’s a lot more to be understood
about dinosaurs and their classification and nomenclature.

The research was conducted by Argentina's The Zapala Museum,
Museo de La Plata, Museo Egidio Feruglio and the universities of Río
Negro and Zaragoza.

Is this the fastest moving plate on the planet?

How’s this for size? This is the femur of the titanosaur, what would
be the size of the whole animal? (Image: BBC, taken in 2014)

"Given the measurements of the new skeleton, it looks likely that this
is a contender for one of the largest, if not the largest, sauropods that
have ever been found," Paul Barrett, a palaeobiologist at the Natural
History Museum in London who was not involved in the study, told
Live Science.
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Most people would probably be unfamiliar with the tectonics of
Antarctica, but an ongoing earthquake swarm is proving to be very
illuminating.

An intense shallow earthquake of magnitude 7.1 occurred on January
23rd 2021 and there continues to be active seismic events. The site is
Bransfield Strait, in South Shetland, Antarctica,

The Website “The Watchers” has a post by Teo Blašković:

“According to the National Seismological Centre at the University of
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Chile, more than 30 000 earthquakes have been registered in the
Bransfield Strait, a 96 km (60 miles) ocean channel between the South
Shetland Islands and the Antarctic Peninsula, from August to
December 2020.”

and microplates meet in the area. Movement on any f these triggers
earthquake activity. Even so what has recently occurred is unusual.

The complex tectonics in the area.
(Image credit: Berricoso et al. 2008)

Teo continues his report:

“Most of the seismicity was concentrated at the beginning of the
sequence, mainly during the month of September, with more than a
thousand earthquakes a day, the center said.

South Shetland earthquake swarm, December 2020 - January 2021
(Image: Chilean Seismlgical Centre)

The reason for all this intense tectonic activity is that several plates

Pebbles in Essex have been joined by Fossils...

Due to these frequent earthquakes, the strait is now expanding from
the Antarctic Peninsula at about 15 cm per year, nearly 20 times faster
than before (7 to 8 mm per year)..”

By any measure this is remarkably fast plate movement, It’s up there
as amongst the fastest to be recorded anywhere on the planet.

You can read the full report at:
https://watchers.news/2021/01/24/shallow-m7-1-earthquake-hitssouth-shetland-islands-antarctica/

We are indebted to Down to Earth reader Tim Colman for bringing
this to our attention.

A new Cornish mineral...

Over the years we’ve covered several stories about new fossil
specimens being ‘discovered’ in drawers in universities and museums,
but I don’t recall us ever doing something similar when it comes to
minerals. However, that’s what has happened with a new mineral that
has been named Kernowite, after its home county of Cornwall.

The lovely people at Essex Rock & Mineral Society have now
published another excellent fold out poster, This time it covers
Essex Fossils. Buy one of each for £5.00 including postage.

Available from Geo Supplies Ltd. www.geosupplies.co.uk
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The mineral was ‘discovered’ by The Natural History Museum’s
principal mineralogist, Mike Rumsey, while he was analysing a rock
taken from the Wheal Gorland mine located in St Day village. The
specimen was probably collected more than 200 years ago and has
been in the museum’s collection since 1964.

The dark green mineral had been confused with a rare blue mineral,
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Mount Etna seems to be very active right now...

Mount Etna must be Europe’s most famous volcano. It dominates the
Island of Sicily and since 2000 has had a number of particularly active
periods.
The reports below relates to January 27 and 28 2021, as recorded on
the Volcano Discovery website.

Europe's most active volcano remains highly active, erupting from at
least two of its summit craters: although visibility has been very poor,
intermittent clear views allow to see intense strombolian-type activity
from the New SE crater and the Voragine central crater. During the
night, volcanic tremor descended a bit (although remains high) and the
strombolian activity concentrated at the New SE crater with
occasional bursts also from Voragine central crater decreased as well.

The new mineral Kernowite (Photo: Natural History Museum)

called Liroconite. Chemical analysis identifies Kernowite as being
different to liroconite. Aside from the Museum specimen, only one
other sample of Kernowite, in a private collection, is known to exist.
As for the mine site, it was demolished in 1909 and is now a housing
estate, "There is nothing left. It's an extinct locality, we can never go
back” said Mike Rumsey, "What we've got is a bit like a little time
capsule. The fact that this sample was preserved in a museum means
that we can do this kind of research because we'd never be able to go
back and collect any more."

Recent Strombolian eruption on Mount Etna.
(Photo: Volcano Discovery)

Liroconite, the mineral that was confused with Kernowite

"Liroconite is this beautiful, gorgeous bright blue mineral that comes
from Cornwall and I was trying to understand why its colour varies
from bright teal-blue all the way to a dark emerald green. It turns out
that the darkest green samples are sufficiently chemically different to
the blue's that we, as mineralogists, would define it as a new species."

Just in case you were wondering what it is, this is Wikipedia:

Kernowite is a complex arsenate mineral with the composition
Cu2Fe(AsO4(OH))4·4H2O. It was first described in 2020, and is
closely related to liroconite, containing iron in the place of aluminium,
making it green rather than blue.

Around 100 new minerals are found each year around the world,
but only very rarely does one of these turn up in the UK. So far as
we know, this is the first such find in the UK for quite a considerable
time.
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Four year-old Lily finds an amazing dinosaur footprint
on a Welsh beach...

A well-preserved dinosaur footprint has been discovered on Bendricks
Bay beach near Barry in South Wales, by four year-old Lily Wilder.
She spotted it whilst on a lockdown walk with her family in early
January. It’s in such good condition that it could help scientists
establish more about how dinosaurs walked.

Lily was the first to spot the new footprint on a loose block near the
sea at Bendricks Bay - a well-known beach for its dinosaur footprints,
preserved for 220 million years in desert muds. The Upper Triassic
red beds form part of the Mercia Mudstones.

Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum of Wales Palaeontology
curator Cindy Howells was notified of the find and has described it as
the best specimen ever found on this beach. The specimen is a type of
footprint called Grallator, although it is impossible to identify which
dinosaur made the print 220 million years ago.

The new footprint is just over 10cm long and is likely to have been
made by a dinosaur that stood about 75cm tall and 2.5m long. It would
have been a slender animal which walked on its two hind feet and
actively hunted other small animals and insects.

crocodilian-type reptiles that also inhabited the area.

The beach is under private ownership and is legally protected as a
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and it is also a GCR site. The
landowner, British Institute for Geological Conservation is a charity
that works to conserve natural heritage through site ownership,
education and community engagement.

Special permission had to be sought from Natural Resources Wales
(NRW) in order to legally remove it. The fossil was extracted this
week and will be taken to National Museum Cardiff where it will be
protected for future generations to enjoy, and for scientists to study.
Dinosaurs first appeared around 230 million years ago, so this
footprint represents a very important early point in their evolution,
when the different groups of dinosaurs were first diversifying. Its
spectacular preservation may help scientists establish more about the
actual structure of their feet as the preservation is clear enough to
show individual pads and even claw impressions.

Cindy Howells, Palaeontology Curator, Amgueddfa Cymru – National
Museum Wales, said “This fossilised dinosaur footprint from 220
million years ago is one of the best-preserved examples from
anywhere in the UK and will really aid palaeontologists to get a better
idea about how these early dinosaurs walked. Its acquisition by the
museum is mainly thanks to Lily and her family who first spotted it.
“During the Covid pandemic scientists from Amgueddfa Cymru have
been highlighting the importance of nature on people’s doorstep and
this is a perfect example of this. Obviously, we don’t all have dinosaur
footprints on our doorstep but there is wealth of nature local to you if
you take the time to really look close enough.”

Sally Wilder, Lily’s mother, said, “It was Lily and Richard (her father)
who discovered the footprint. Lily saw it as when they were walking
along, and said “Daddy look”. When Richard came home and showed
me the photograph, I thought it looked amazing. Richard thought it
was too good to be true. I was put in touch with experts who took it
from there “We were thrilled to find out it really was a dinosaur
footprint and I am happy that it will be taken to the national museum
where we can be enjoyed and studied for generations.”

Ben Evans from British Institute for Geological Conservation said:
“Working together with Amgueddfa Cymru – National Museum Wales
has allowed this amazing specimen to be safely recovered and
re-homed alongside other specimens from this site. This beach is a site
of special scientific interest and while we encourage people to visit
and use it responsibly, collection of rocks, minerals and fossils from
this site is not permitted. The BIGC, Amgueddfa Cymru or Natural
Resources Wales should be contacted in the event of a new discovery.”

Lily Wilder’s footprint that she found in Bendrick’s Bay has been
positivelty identified as belonging to a dinosaur.
(Image: Wales online)

There are no fossilised bones from this dinosaur, but similar footprints
in the USA are known to have been made by the dinosaur Coelophysis
which does not occur in the UK.

Many of the other footprints found at Bendricks Bay in the past have
most likely not been from dinosaurs, but rather from some of the more
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Nadia De Longhi, South Central Operations Manager for Natural
Resources Wales said: “Wales is home to a rich, complex and varied
geological landscape of international importance. This particular
beach where the fossil was found, is a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) which contains geological features that require careful
site management in order to protect and preserve them. The dinosaur
footprint is a spectacular find and we provided advice to Amgueddfa
Cymru – National Museum Wales to ensure it’s safe removal so that it
can be preserved as a scientific and educational resource”

The importance of the find can be judged by the fact that media
around the world has taken up the story with the family and National
Museum of Wales being inundated with interest.

We are grateful to the National Museum of Wales press release for
this story.
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article

Author: Patrick Gaffikin

Illustrations courtesy of author unless shown.

ZEOLITES - minerals with many
different uses
If there was an A-Z of geology, surely Paddy would be the person
to give us something different for every letter of the alphabet! In
this issue he goes for the high scoring Scrabble word Zeolites!

Go for it, Paddy...

‘‘A thing of beauty is a joy for ever’

What are zeolites?

J. Keats (1795-1821).

Diagrammatical representation of a graphical diffraction pattern.
Each mineral has its own unique pattern.

The chemistry of zeolites

The mineral called apophyllite (white colour),which occurs with
some zeolites. It was found in Boyd’s quarry, Ligoniel, N. Belfast.

Zeolites are hydrated (containing water of crystallisation) aluminium
silicate minerals. The name, originally used by a Swedish mineralogist
in 1759, is from the Greek words zeo, meaning ‘ I boil’ and lithos,
meaning ‘stone’ because zeolites, when heated, will easily expel their
water of crystallisation often with the appearance of boiling. They are
usually found in cavities in igneous rocks, such as basalts, but they
can also be produced synthetically. If you intend to see zeolites in situ
look out for basalt lava exposures in places like N. E. Ireland, Mull in
Scotland and Iceland. There are quite a few naturally occurring
zeolites – for instance chabazite, heulandite, natrolite, stilbite, and
thomsonite. However, they can be difficult to identify – even some
experienced geologists can misdiagnose them.

Zeolites have a complex chemistry – especially compared to some
other minerals.- and they, in chemical composition, are a bit like
hydrated feldspars. Zeolites consist of chemical elements (in the form
of positive ions – called cations) like potassium, calcium, barium,
magnesium and sodium plus aluminium plus silicon plus oxygen plus
water. However, some, like chabazite, have only one chemical element
plus aluminium plus silicon plus oxygen plus water.

They can display reversible dehydration. That is, they can lose water
but also absorb water again and this is because the molecules of water
are not strongly bound to the other chemicals in zeolites. Their cations
can be replaced by others – a chemical property called ion exchange and, because of this special characteristic, they can have many uses,

An unequivocal way to identify a zeolite is to grind down a small
amount of the sample, using an agate pestle and mortar, and subjecting
it to an X- Ray beam in a diffractometer. As with all minerals, each
particular zeolite mineral has its own unique X-Ray diffraction pattern
and so can be identified. In the past, photographic diffraction patterns
were produced and these consisted of a series of concentric rings of
different intensities but now a diffraction pattern is in the form of a
graph. Most geochemical laboratories in Universities have an X-Ray
Diffractometer.

If you found a suspected zeolite, you could bring it along to a Geology
Department where, all being well, a technician could produce a
diffraction pattern for the specimen and hence identify it. Although it
would be fairly unlikely, if the specimen had not been discovered
before, you may be recognised by having it named after you!
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This is a sample of Gmelinite, a rare sodium zeolite from Glenarm
in County Antrim (Image: GSNI)
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for example as water softeners. Three groups of zeolites are described:
(1) the fibrous group e.g. natrolite; (2) the platy group e.g. heulandite
and (3) the equant group e.g. chabazite.

These minerals form in cavities called vesicles, in rock like basalt,
when chemicals precipitate out of hydrothermal solutions circulating
through the lava. The vesicles are produced from gas bubbles in the
cooling lava and when vesicles are infilled with minerals they are
called amygdales. As Jean and Robin Field correctly pointed out (in
the August, 2020 Down to Earth issue), besides containing zeolites,
vesicles in basalt may also contain the semiprecious stone called
agate. But zeolites are not exclusive to basalts.

They can also form/occur in other igneous rocks like granite, rhyolite
and andesite – for example stilbite and other zeolite minerals have
been found in cavities (called druses) in Lindsay’s Leap (Mourne)
granite quarry above Newcastle, Co. Down.

Descriptions of some zeolites

A sample of natrolite.

STILBITE

‘Hardness’ is based on Mohs’ Scale of Hardness; ‘Streak’ is the colour
of the powder produced when the mineral is rubbed on an unglazed
(reverse side) of a porcelain tile; and ‘Density’ is the mineral’s mass
divided by its volume.

CHABAZITE

A sample of stilbite.

Basic description:

A sample of chabazite in
basalt.
Basic description:

Chemical name: Hydrated calcium-aluminium silicate.
Chemical formula: Ca Al2Si4O12.6H2O
Colour: Usually white but can be pink or red or yellow.
Shape: Can look like cubes.
Hardness: 4-5. (Can be scratched with a steel penknife.)
Streak: White.
Lustre: Vitreous.
Density: 2.05-2.15 g/cc.
Distinguishing features: Hardness and shape.
Occurrence: Found in cavities (vesicles) in basalt.

Chemical name: Hydrated sodium-calcium-aluminium silicate.
Chemical formula: NaCa2Al5Si13O36.14H2O
Colour: White but can be pink or yellow.
Shape: Sheaf-like crystals but can be massive.
Hardness: 3.5-4. (Can be scratched with a steel penknife and a copper
coin.)
Streak: White.
Lustre: Vitreous/pearly.
Density: 2.1-2.2 g/cc.
Distinguishing features: Shape and lustre.
Occurrence: In vesicles in basalt. Often occurs with heulandite.

THOMSONITE

NATROLITE

Basic description:

Chemical name: Hydrated sodium-aluminium silicate.
Chemical formula: Na2Al2Si3O10.2H2O
Colour: White to colourless but can be grey, red or yellow.
Shape: Needle-like, fibrous crystals and radiating nodular form.
Hardness: 5-5.5. (Can be scratched with a steel penknife.)
Streak: White.
Lustre: Vitreous.
Density: 2.2-2.3 g/cc.
Distinguishing features: Shape.
Occurrence: In vesicles in basalt. Often found with stilbite.
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A sample of
thomsonite.
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Basic description:
Chemical name: Hydrated sodium-calcium-aluminium silicate.
Chemical formula: NaCa2(Al,Si)10O20.6H2O
Colour: White but sometimes slightly reddish.
Shape: Needle-shaped crystals.
Hardness: 5-5.5. (Can be scratched with a steel penknife.)
Streak: White.
Lustre: Vitreous/pearly.
Density: 2.1-2.4 g/cc.
Distinguishing features: Very like natrolite but crystals often are
coarser.
Occurrence: In vesicles in basalt.

And, finally.........

Some zeolite minerals are much prized by collectors. For example, the
one called thomsonite, found in basalt lava flows and their environs
(in which they would have been eroded from basalt), is of gem quality
when polished. Scuba divers have even been known to search for it in
Lake Superior!

Uses of zeolites

This specimen of thomsonite was recently advertised on E-bay for
£250, apparently it has healing properties.

Even though the young luminary, John Keats, didn’t specifically
mention minerals in his memorable poem, still the poem’s title could
refer to many minerals, zeolites included.

Here are just a few of the myriad of uses for zeolites. Over recent
years there have been more and more uses founf for zeolites.
(Image: Science Direct)

Because of their special properties, zeolites can be used as water
softeners, in water purification, in laboratory chemical reactions - e.g.
as chemical catalysts - and as catalysts in the petrochemical
industry.

Zeolites can also be used to absorb radioactive chemicals. For
instance, after the Fukushima disaster in Japan, sandbags filled with
zeolites were immersed in the sea close to the nuclear power station in
order to soak up the dangerous levels of radioactive caesium. Portland
cement can contain zeolites to enhance its workability. These minerals
can be added to animal feed to help improve animal health and even
some sports’ pitches, lawns and golf courses can benefit from the
addition of zeolite material.

Naturally occurring zeolites are sometimes contaminated with other
minerals and other zeolites and, mainly for this reason, when purity
and uniformity are necessary, artificially produced zeolites are used
instead of naturally occurring ones. Resaerch into new artificial
zeolites using high temperatures and pressures is ongoing in chemistry
departments around the world.

The main sources of natural zeolites are to be found in China, South
Korea, Japan, Jordan, Turkey, Slovakia and the U.S.
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article

Author: Chris Darmon

Protecting our crumbling
coastline from erosion
In the centuries to come, the geologists of the future will be
confused by the vast array of exotic rocks that are to be found
along our coastline.

These will be the remains of coastal defence rock armour,
brought from far and wide and placed there during the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries.

I was prompted to write this article, thanks to a request by Down
to Earth reader Kajal Donovan - see end of article...

Rock armour or Rip-rap as it’s known in the trade, has been used for a
very long time for the protection of vulnerable coastlines in the UK. I
did my degree at the University of Hull between 1971 and 1974 and
even then they were beginning to use such stone, in addition to
wooden groynes to protect parts of the coast of Holderness, which is
composed of Quaternary glacial tills.

Seawalls aim to protect the coast by shielding it with a solid
construction, made of concrete, steel or stone. Early seawalls were
simple, vertical constructions. More modern ones, have been
carefully modelled to suit specific tidal conditions, with curves and
lips. The aim of the lip is to deflect the energy of the wave.

Seawalls are highly effective in protecting cliffs from erosion and also
act as a barrier to prevent flooding. The disadvantages of sea walls are
that they are expensive to construct and maintain. They also create a
strong backwash which can erode under the wall. Over time, stretches
protected by sea walls can be bordered by places where rates of
erosion are greatly increased.

Seawalls are very often reserved for stretches of coastline in high
grade urban areas such as harbours and promenades. There’s nothing
to stop rip-rap being used in conjunction with seawalls.

This is what the company Cemex has to say about Riprap:

“Rip-rap or rock armour is an effective solution to protect coastlines
and structures from erosion by the sea, rivers, or streams amd
maintain coastlines.

Large boulders interlocked together to form rock revetments can be
used to control erosion by armouring the beach face and dissipating
wave energy. Rock armour is also used to provide effective scour
protection to underwater structures.”

Coastal defence options

Rock armour is one of a range of options that are available to protect
vulnerable coastal sites. These are grouped under a general heading of
‘hard engineering solutions’. The other options are summarised
below.

This is the coastal defences at Ventnor, Isle of Wight. We can see a
seawall, a revetment in the foreground and also the use of rock
armour. (Image: Wikipedia)

Revetments are slanted structures built along the foot of cliffs. They
can be made from concrete, wood or rocks. They work to prevent
erosion at the foot of cliffs by waves breaking against them. The shape
of the revetment absorbs the energy. They are expensive to build but
relatively cheap to maintain. Clearly if they are made of wood, they
are less durable than if they are constructed from other materials. Like
sea walls they also create a strong backwash.

Revetments are usually constructed in what might be called
‘secondary locations’. They are in use on parts of the Holderness
Coast of East Yorkshire, around Hornsea.

This is the modern seawall at Happisburgh on the North Norfolk
Coast. Well designed and constructed walls like this should last a
long time. Note the curved shape and lip. (Image: Hard Engineering)
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Coastal Barrages are relatively rare in the UK, but they are
sometimes constructed in bays and estuaries. They are partly
submerged structures containing sluice gates that control the tidal flow
of the sea and river water from land. They are useful both at times of
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strong tides and also peak flows on rivers. They help provide a more
consistent level of water. A tidal barrage has been long talked about
for Cardiff Bay and even in the Severn Estuary. They can also be used
to generate hydro-electricity. They have considerable environmental
impacts due to the way they alter tides. So far, no barrage scheme has
got off the drawing board in the UK.

They provide a useful summary of the various solutions and also their
costs. I was frankly shocked and surprised by some of the costings.

Seawalls - £4,000 per metre
Revetments - £2,500 per metre
Gabions - £700 per metre
Rock armour - £750 - £1,600 per metre
Gabions - £10,000 - £15, 000 per groyne

To find out more, go to:
https://www2.north-norfolk.gov.uk/files/coastal_protection.pdf

Selecting suitable rocks for rock armour

Clearly we are looking for rocks that have a high degree of strength
when considering rocks suitable for rock armour. They need to be
large blocks that won’t easily split.

These are the groynes, protecting the coastline at Bognor Regis.
Groynes such as these, are largely constructed from wood and
require frequent maintenance to be effective.
(Image: Wikimedia Commons)

Groynes are fence-like structure constructed at right angles to the
coast. Their principal object is to trap material transported by
longshore drift. Thus, the beach is preserved, instead of being stripped
of pebbles and sand. A good beach provides a buffer between the sea
and cliffs. A sandy beach helps slow waves and their energy is
dissipated, which provides protection from cliff erosion.

Most groynes are constructed from wood, though in more recent times
this has been combined with concrete to make structures that are more
durable. Groynes are simple and highly effective, though, like
everything else, they do require some regular maintenance.

Rock armour or rip-rap involves placing large boulders in front of a
cliff or sea wall to absorb the energy of waves. Rock armour is a
cheaper solution than seawalls to deflect the wave energy. It works on
the basis that boulders of a large enough size can absorb sufficient
wave energy to reduce the impact on the coastline. Unfortunately if
they are not used correctly they can act as ‘weapons’ to pound the cliff
line in really stormy conditions.

Gabions work in a similar way to rock armour. They consist of metal
cages containing smaller pieces of rock. Sadly, unless the cages are
constructed of high quality stainless steel, they succumb quite readily
to rusting over quite short periods of time. The gabions are usually
arranged at the base of a cliff to absorb wave energy and reduce
erosion. they are relatively cheap to construct though they are not very
attractive.

What are the various costs involved?

I found a very useful guide to coastal protection provided by North
Norfolk Council. If ever that was an area in desperate need of
protection, it’s North Norfolk and the local council have tried just
about every available solution to try and slow down coastal erosion in
their area.
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Amongst the classes of rocks, those most often used are igneous
intrusives such as granite or gabbros, along with high grade
metamorphics such as gneisses. Amongst the sedimentary rocks, hard
limestones such as those from the Carboniferous can be suitable. A
little surprisingly, some Millstone Grit finds use as rock armour in
coastal protection.

Location, location, location...

It goes without saying that Britain has plenty of suitable rocks, but the
story doesn’t end there. A lot of our most suitable rocks are in places
far removed from where they are needed. Transportation of the rock
armour thus becomes a dominant issue and leads to some novel and
surprising solutions.

In the Shetland Isles, there has been massive construction associated
with the oil industry over the past 40 years. Much of that construction
has involved coastal protection of harbour and ferry operations in
remote places. Luckily, suitable rock has been found very close to the
area requiring protection. Thus, we can find superb blocks of local
gneiss and even serpentine, in harbours and around ro-ro ferry
terminals.

Belmont ferry terminal, Umst, Shetland. The quarry that sourced
the stone for this project can be seen in the background.

But if you are North Norfolk Council, looking for suitable stone for
rock armour, there’s nothing within easy reach of you. Whilst suitable
stone could be sourced from the hard rock quarries of Leicestershire,
getting it to Cromer would be a nightmare! No wonder then that
many local authorities look to overseas suppliers who can bring the
rock by barge and simply unload it directly onto the beach.
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The most famous rock that can be seen to ‘invade’ our coastline is
Larvikite, an igneous rock and form of gabbro. This comes from the
huge quarries at Larvik, Norway and is essentially rock that does not
make the grade for use as kitchen worktops or facing stone.
Something like 80-90% of the Larvikite that’s quarried is rejected and
the quarry owners have made the supply of rock armour to the UK and
other European countries a key part of their business model.

Larvikite has been used along large stretches of the East Coast of
England from Suffolk to North Yorkshire. It’s also found a place
along the South Coast, including repairs to Hurst Spit at the west end
of the Solent in Hampshire.

Other South Coast communities are protected by granites and diorites
brought from northern France and in earlier times from the Channel
Isles.

During 2019, rock from Glensanda Quarry in Scotland was used to
protect part of the Jurassic Coast in Dorset.
(Image: UK Contraction online)

Rock armour is a great geological teaching tool

I began this article by saying that future geologists would find the
occurrence of some of the exotic rocks used in rock armour confusing,
but for the here and now they are amazingly valuable in teaching.

Youngsters often take their first geological steps on the beach. They
are fascinated by beach pebbles and stones. In parts of the country,
the local geology doesn’t include igneous or metamorphic rocks, so
what could be better than some foreign rock armour?

Seawall and rock armour in use at Sheringham in North Norfolk.
The rock used here is Larvikite, brought from Norway.
(Image: Wikimedia commons)

Some UK sources of rock armour

Down on the Lizard Peninsula, the West of England Quarry at
Porthoustock has been a provider of rock armour for many years. It’s
a gabbroic rock, being loaded onto barges directly from the quarry.

This is where Down to Earth reader Caz Donovan comes in. Caz
lives in Devon and she’s currently working on a project for
Rockwatch, the kids geology club that’s based at the Geologists’
Association.

She’s not sure where this will lead right now, maybe a publication or
as an online resource. Right now she’d love to hear from anyone who
has an interest in, or knowledge of, rock armour around the country.

A recent £9 million DEFRA project to protect part of Dorset’s Jurassic
Coast, used stone from the Glensanda Quarry in Morven, Scotland.
Once again this was brought directly to the site by barge and unloaded
onto the beach.

Shap Granite has been used to protect part of the coast at Hartlepool
and was the reason given for the reopening of the quarry by
Hargreaves a few years ago. As a former monumental stone quarry
there were many large blocks of stone in the quarry when Hargreaves
took it over. Rock armour has often been sourced from what is
essentially waste material, much like what is done at Larvik.

In South Wales, Carboniferous Limestone is widely used as rock
armour. Where possible this is brought from local quarries by road.
Devonian limestones have similarly been used in the South Devon
area.

Marchington Stone is a Millstone Grit Quarry on the edge of the Peak
District, at High Lane, near Stockport. They advertise that they can
supply rock armour for coastal settings. Whilst this would not be so
long lasting as some of the other options, it would be more fitting for
places where the local rock is a sandstone.
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To start you off, this was found in use on Holicombe Beach - does
anyone recognise it or know where it came from?
You can email her at:
kajal876@yahoo.co.in

I hope that you’ve enjoyed reading all about coastal rock armour
and are now more informed about what can be a controversial topic.
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rockstars

Grinshill Sandstone, Shropshire
Another famous rock...

Every time that you see a shot of the Prime Minister’s residence at
No. 10 Downing Street, you are seeing an example of the use of the
Grinshill Sandstone! It forms the lintel and pillars at either side of
the door. Even when the PM escapes to his country residence at
Chequers, Grinshill Sandstone follows him!

Grinshill is a small village to the north of Shrewsbury. The very
existence of a hill in the area is testament to the fact that the material
that composes it is harder than the surrounding area. The rock
hereabouts is Triassic in age. The fact that the material is relatively
hard and can be cut and takes a carving has meant that it has been
continuously worked in several quarries for at last 900 years. Today,
there’s one working quarry at Grinshill which supplies stone for both
new buildings and also conservation and restoration of historic
structures across the country.

One of the former quarries at Grinshill. After many years, these
faces are still quite fresh. Large scale cross bedding can be seen in
the right hand face. (Image: geoffspages blog)

For over nine centuries the building stones from the Grinshill area
have become recognised for their outstanding durability and aesthetic
quality, achieving nationally important status on buildings such as
Chequers and Downing Street. The physical hardness and chemical
structure of the stone give it a unique coherence and resistance to the
elements.

Grinshill sandstone is a natural raw material. Its unique
characteristics coupled with the varied colour range, provide
architects and contractors with a natural building material well suited
to the demands of modern building designs and techniques whilst
maintaining a perfect harmony with the environment. For almost 900
years Grinshill sandstone has been tried and tested on countless
construction sites, withstanding the tests of time, weathering and
erosion far better than rocks of comparable age and outwardly similar
appearance. It has become recognised for its outstanding durability
and aesthetic quality and can be seen in countless fine buildings
nationwide. Over the last nine centuries the building stones from the
Grinshill area have become recognised and achieved nationally
important status.

Grinshill sandstone is used for building homes and as a walling
stone (Image: Grinshill Sandstone Quarry)

It comes in white and various shades of red which means that it can be
colour matched for repairs to existing buildings. The desert sandstone
is naturally red, but some of it has been leached white and then
secondarily cemented by quartz, adjacent to faults on the hill.

This comes from the Company’s website:
“Grinshill stone is a high quality sandstone suited for both new build
and restoration work. Available in white and red sandstone from
Grinshill in Shropshire has been used extensively throughout the UK
for many of hundreds of years.
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Grinshill sandstone is the perfect building stone for all types of
walling from the functional dry-stone wall to the walls in
architecturally designed structures and buildings. Grinshill stone is
available in a broad range of colours from almost pure white through
cream and light brown to deep red. There is also a range of textures
and these features enable the stone to be used for most paving and
walling applications.”

This sandstone hill guards some of the best early dinosaur footprints
that have been found in the county, including those of a Rhynchosaur.
that can be seen at Rowley's House Museum in Shrewsbury!

If you get the chance, there are lovely walks in some of former
quarries at Grinshill, with nature trails managed by Shropshire
Wildlife Trust.
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in-house

Once again, our shop is closed to casual callers, BUT
our online shop is OPEN AS USUAL...

With the UK-wide lockdown still in place, we want to assure you that
whilst our shop may be closed, our online and mail order business is
operating as normal. If the internet isn’t for you, why not ring us and
talk to someone who knows your needs? We stock all your fieldwork
tools and also a wide range of geological maps, books and field
guides.

Go to www.geosupplies.co.uk and enter our online store. We are
also manning the office for a few hours each day, so you can ring us
on 0114 245 5746 and make a card payment.

You can still get BGS maps from us!

With BGS currently unable to access their map store at the Keyworth
Campus, they aren’t able to send out maps.

Here at Geo Supplies we keep a comprehensive range of BGS maps
and books. If we have it in stock, it can go out, but we are obviously
currently unable to replenish our stocks.

Strata - William Smith Maps - sold out, more copies
due in March...

A look at some of the new and exciting
happenings in the world of Down to Earth
& Geo Supplies - by Chris Darmon

UK Bedrock Geology and William Smith jigsaws are
now back in stock...

With Winter nights (and days) still with us, what a great time to do a
jigsaw! We have both of the 1000-piece puzzles from BGS in stock at
the moment.

You can tackle the modern UK Bedrock puzzle or the William Smith
England and Wales map of 1820. The choice is yours! Both cost
£24.95 including UK postage.

Prices are likely to rise on a number of products...

We are currently experiencing supply problems on a number of
products that are sourced from abroad. This includes from several
European countries as well as the USA.

Some these delays are related to Brexit whilst others appear to be
Covid-19 related. It’s likely that there will also be some modest price
increases on some ranges. If you have fieldwork up-coming the
advice has to be to buy now!

Down to Earth readers welcome!
Just 5 minutes off M1 Jn 35 N. Sheffield

A major new book about William Smith and his maps is due to be
published later this month by Thames & Hudson.

A team from Oxford University
Museum of Natural History led by
Robert Macfarlane have produced this
major new work. At last, William Smith
can take his rightful place in the history
of geology. His work can be appreciated
by a new audience.

Sad to say that we are now out of stock
of this book. We expect to receive more
copies in March.

Online
shop open!
GEO SUPPLIES LTD.
49 Station Road, Chapeltown S35 2XE
Tel: 0114 245 5746 • www.geosupplies.co.uk
Open: Mon-Fri 8.30-3.00, Sat. 9.00-12.30

Our shop is currently only open for a click &
collect
service
of pre-ordered
items
Callers
always
make savings!

Down to Earth new subscribers

Down to Earth is published quarterly. Subscribe now for 2020/1 for just £16.00 (£22.00 outside UK) . We’ll send you the next 3
issues, to the end of 2021 and back issues from 2019/20. For an additional £22.00 (UK only) we’ll send you a parcel of back issues around 40! Alternatively, take a 2021 e-subscription for £10.00. Additionally, all subscribers will get DtoE extra FREE each month.

If you would like to receive multiple copies for club, society or group, please enquire for bulk rates. For 2021, we are only able to offer
bulk copies in electronic form. Bulk e-subscriptions start from just £20.00 for distribution to up to 10 people.

Name……………………………………………………………… Address……………………………………………………………............
………………………………………………………..Post Code.................... Email..........................................................................................

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE - Go online at: www.geosupplies.co.uk • Tel. 0114 245 5746 and quote any major card • or send a cheque
(payable to Geo Supplies Ltd.) to: 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE
1/2021
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Down to Earth
‘Earth science learning for all’

The learning zone

Come & join us on a Zoom Virtual Day
School or Course this Winter...

With face-to-face classes and live fieldwork now pretty well impossible,
we’ve taken to holding Zoom sessions on a regular basis. After having
success with an initial series of live Zoom sessions we’re having another
6-week course and also continuing our ‘Virtual Day Schools’. We’re all
still learning and having fun together in the new virtual world!
Virtual Day Schools on the following Wednesdays:•
•
•
•
•

Minerals for all (February 24)
Inside out geology - reading rock outcrops virtually (March 10)
The UK’s Oil & Gas bonanza (March 24)
The major limestones of the UK (April 7)
There’s Gold in them thar hills! (April 21)

Virtual Day Schools are offered at the bargain price of £20.00 each or
£25.00 if you would like printed papers.

Live Zoom Sessions (6-weeks) commencing Thursday, February 25th
Zoom sessions take place at 2pm or 7pm and last about an hour. It’s
your choice which session you attend!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northwest Highlands of Scotland
The Lizard Peninsula
The Yorkshire Coast
The North Pennines
The Ballantrae Igneous Complex
The Isle of Man

These 6 live Zoom sessions are offered at the bargain price of £30.00 for
one person or £45.00 for a couple. It’s your choice of either 2pm or 7pm
Zoom sessions.
Everyone is welcome on a Down to Earth learning experience!
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Enrol online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on
0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

Welcome to our virtual world!

Join us at a Virtual Day School soon...

We’re replacing our usual Winter programme of Day Schools that
we run around the country with virtual events that we are holding in
your home! These lively and interesting sessions take place on
Wednesdays throughout the Winter and are suitable for all. Each
day begins around 10.30 and ends around 4.00 with live Zoom
sessions and materials to study at home.

February 24 Minerals for all
Minerals are the Earth’s chemistry store. The fact that there are
thousands of minerals is testament to the complexity of Earth
chemistry. We’ll be asking and answering some of the basic questions
about how minerals form, how to identify them and find out what uses
they can be put to. The day will be a lively mixture of activities for
you to do that everyone should find interesting.

March 10 Inside out geology - reading rock outcrops virtually
With no outside fieldwork possible, we’re showing you some of the
skills that you need to really understand what’s going on at various
rock outcrops. You will discover that every picture tells a geological
story, if only you can read it! It may not be quite the same as real
fieldwork, but we’ll do our best for you.

March 24 The UK’s oil & gas bonanza
For the past 50 years Britain has benefitted from offshore and onshore
oil and gas. It’s an industry that still pumps millions of barrels a year,
yet for most people, it’s something they have scant knowledge of. In
this day school we’ll tell you the story of how the reserves were
discorded, the technology that brought the oil and gas to the surface
and then how it was transported to the refineries.

April 7 Major limestones of the UK
Limestones occur throughout the country. They are amongst our most
useful rocks. How did they form and what are they used for? In this
day you’ll be learning all about limestones, from the Ordovician
Durness of NW Scotland to the Cretaceous Chalk of Kent. If there’s a
limestone near you - we will be covering it!

Virtual Day Schools cost £20.00 each or, if you’d like printed papers
for each they are £5.00 extra.

Time Traveller’s Britain - live Zoom sessions!

Following the success of our initial series of six, hour-long live
Zoom sessions, we’re announcing a further series of six! Once
again we have chosen some classic areas of British geology.
Northwest Highlands of Scotland
Lizard Peninsula of Cornwall
The Yorkshire Coast
The North Pennines
Ballantrae Igneous Complex of Southwest Scotland
Isle of Man

Sessions take place on Thursdays at 2pm or 7pm to suit you,
beginning on January 25h. The cost for all six sessions is £30.00 or
£45.00 if you want the materials in printed form.
For further details go to: www.geosupplies.co.uk.
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Would you describe yourself as a ‘beginner’
when it comes to geology?

If your answer to the above question is ‘yes’, and you want to learn
more then we’ve got the perfect course for you!

Steps towards the rock face - is our popular course for those new to
geology and the Earth sciences. It covers a wide spectrum of basic
materials on rocks, minerals and fossils and much more besides. This
course has been specifically designed with adult learners in mind. It
does not require you to submit homework and you can do it
electronically or by post to suit your requirements.
Cost: £50.00 by Moodle/Email, or £75.00 by post.

We stand ready to restart residential
fieldwork when it’s safe to do so...

With infection rates falling and the vaccination programme now in
full swing, the time will come, we hope, when we can consider
restarting residential field trips in the UK.

We will always put the safety of all of our clients first and so, for the
time being we will not be promoting anything outside the UK. To join
any of our trips you will be required to have completed your course of
vaccinations and be ‘fit to travel’. We are currently looking at the
period between May and October of 2021.

This is the provisional programme for 2021:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northwest Highlands of Scotland - May 5-13
Islay, Jura & Gigha - June 5-13
Shetland Isles - June 19-26
Pembrokeshire - July 3-10
Western Lake District - July 17-24
Worcester Summer School - August 14-21
Outer Hebrides - September 1-9
Forest of Dean - September 13-17
Isle of Arran - September 24 - October 1
South Devon Geopark - October 9-16

You can view the brochures online at our website:
www.geosupplies.co.uk. or contact us for a copy.
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
Tel: 0114 245 5746

Booking forms can only be obtained from us.

Don’t worry, we don’t bite!
All our educational classes
and courses are friendly,
informal and open to all.
Come and join us!
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The learning zone

Down to Earth
‘Earth science learning for all’

We’re hoping to restart our
Residential Field Trip
Programme for 2021 soon...

There’s room for YOU in this picture! This is the island of
Vatersay in the Outer Hebrides, our destination in
September 2021. (Photo: Chris Darmon)

With the mass vaccine programme making rapid
progress, it’s finally time for us to take a few
cautious steps as we look to restart our programme
of residential field trips around the UK.

For the time being, we have paused all trips outside
the UK, including to Ireland. Accordingly some 2021
trips have been postponed until 2022.

Whilst nothing is set in stone, we hope to be able to
deliver at least some of the trips listed opposite. We
welcome your enquiries and bookings. In the event
that a trip does not run you can have a full and
immediate refund if you wish.
To view a brochure, go to our to website at:
www.geosupplies.co.uk or Tel: 0114 245 5746

Booking forms are only available direct from us.
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
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The 2021 provisional
field trip programme
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northwest Highlands - May 5-13
Islay, Jura & Gigha - June 5-13
Shetland Isles - June 19-26
Pembrokeshire - July 3-10
Western Lake District - July 17-24
Worcester Summer School - August 14-21
Outer Hebrides - September 1-9
Forest of Dean - September 13-17
Isle of Arran - September 24 - October 1
South Devon Geopark - October 9-16

Full refund, if we, or you, have to cancel due to
Covid-19.

Everyone booking is required to have completed a
Covid-19 vaccination programme and to be ‘fit to
travel’.
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grassroots
Success! - a statue will be erected to commemorate
Mary Anning in Lyme Regis...

With fieldwork and events cancelled, Chris
Darmon picks out some of the highlights of
local geonews up and down the country.
written for the Geologists’ Association have sold in their thousands.

The campaign to raise funds for a statue to be erected in Lyme Regis,
to the memory of Mary Anning, has been successful. Led by local
school girl Evie Swire, 13, the crowdfunding campaign has raised
more than £70,000. This is enough to commission the statue which it
is hoped can be unveiled sometime in 2022. It s hoped that this will
be done in May, to coincide with Mary’s birthday.

Records show that Mary was not appreciated by many people during
her lifetime, including by a number of local people. Only after her
death, did the true significance of her work as not just a fossil
collector, but also a serious palaeontologist become apparent.

But this booklet is about much more of the man that Eric Robinson is.
During the curse of his long life he has provided people with
numerous memories, in the form of little stories and anecdotes and
that’s what this booklet contains.

Sketch of what the statue may look like.

In a surviving letter, Mary says: “The world has used me so unkindly,
I fear it has made me suspicious of everyone.” In the years since
Mary died, aged just 47, the town of Lyme Regis has continued to be
strongly associated with the finding of rare fossils.

Some fifteen contributors have added their own “Ericdote”to make a
most pleasing collection that will, at one and the same time, amuse
and amaze you. How could one may have done so much? And how
could one man have turned on so many people to the joys of geology?
To find the answer you only have to read this book to realise that it
wasn’t done just by Eric’s knowledge or the numerous opportunities
that he had. It comes from his very soul, it comes from the very man
that he is.

Even today, there are professional fossil collectors based in the area
and the town boasts a fine museum dedicated to geology in general
and Mary Anning in particular. The Lyme Regis Museum, based in
Bridge Street is currently closed due to Covid restrictions.

“Ericdotes” is published by The Geologists’ Association, all
enquiries to them. They have limited numbers of copies available at
£5.00 plus postage.

There are many ways of appreciating what people have done during
their lifetimes, but not many of them are as interesting or funny as the
little booklet “Ericdotes”. This booklet, that has been made possible
by a generous grant from the History of Geology Group (HOGG), is
all about the life and contribution of Eric Robinson.

Following a huge reaction to the announcement by Cumbria County
Council that it was granting planning permission for a new coal mine
at Workington, it should come as no surprise that a rethink is taking
place.

“Ericdotes” an appreciation of Eric Robinson...

Eric has touched the lives of literally thousands of people. Born in
Newcastle in 1929, he moved to a job in the geology department of
University College, London in 1954. There followed more than 50
years of live and work in London. Despite this, he never lost his
educated Geordie accent, which somehow made any encounter with
him all the more satisfying and memorable.

Eric almost ‘invented’ two of the staples of outreach geology. The
urban building stone trail and the tour of the local cemetery in search
of exotic rocks were his domain. His Illustrated London Walks books
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STOP PRESS: Planning permission for new coal mine
being ‘reconsidered’...

That the mine is in contravention of stated Government policy is
without doubt. However, if it were to be rescinded, the world shortage
of coke remains an issue. It’s currently needed for the making of iron
and if it doesn’t come from Cumbria, it will have to come from
somewhere else.

It’s thought that the upcoming major climate change conference in
Glasgow could have a lot to do with the apparent change of heart.
However, as it stands, Cumbria County Council currently has the fate
of the project in its hands, so we will have to watch this space over the
coming days to see what they announce.
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Explore the town of Ledbury in a different way...

As we try to keep ourselves fit and
well going into 2021, here’s a
brilliant way to go out and
discover somewhere from a fresh
perspective and make walking
more fun.

Following on from our popular
guided walks of Ledbury, we’ve
produced a fantastic laminated
guide to do the walk for yourself.

Taking you on an easy walk
around the buildings in Ledbury,
this guide tells you the stories
behind each one, explains what
they are made of, where the stones
came from and how they were
formed. You can even visit stones
in their original habitat, for an
extended walk with excellent
views of the surrounding area.

You can explore Ledbury
with this NEW publication from Herefordshire and Worcestershire
Earth Heritage Trust

Contact Sue Knox by email: svknox@outlook.com
For further information or to purchase a copy/

Glenn Morris in his own words...

In the last issue of DtoE we told you about the Welsh sculptor, Glenn
Morris who was really interested in fossils. After publication, the
Editor found an item that Glenn has submitted, so here it is.

A great deal of my life has been spent in close association with rock,
both as a keen rock climber and a sculptor but it is a material that I
know little about, so it is with some sense of trepidation and respect to
readers of ‘Down to Earth’ that I have written this article.

Whether climbing Skye’s rough gabbro or the orange granite cliffs of
Cornwall’s southwest coast, as I sat perched on some precarious ledge
waiting for my climbing partner to steadily move up the rock face to
join me, the forms, colours and textures of the rock always captured
my imagination; the heightened mental and physical state that one
feels when working up the near vertical faces only served to increase
these feelings. As a sculptor, my connection to this ancient material,
which is my primary medium, has been further reinforced; the subtle
and translucent quality of marble, the deep greens of Polyphant or the
hard resistance of Kilkenny marble all have their own particular
beauty and qualities. So it was, I felt, high time that I learnt a little
more about this material and so will be signing up for a Geo Supplies
online course ‘Steps towards the Rockface’ this autumn as well as a
local course near Llandrindod Wells with Joe Botting.

The whole of last year was spent working on three very large marble
carvings as part of a joint project with the University of Southampton
on bleached corals entitled (not surprisingly) ‘Bleached’, but this
exhibition along with my teaching work evaporated (along with my
income!) with the outbreak of the pandemic so, with a forced
‘lockdown’, what better than to enjoy a welcome change and carve
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some Ediacaran fauna? The Spriggina is in Carrara marble and the
Dickinsonia in Portland limestone. I hope you like them (and shameless plug - they are for sale!)

Contact Glenn by Email at: arctictreesurgeon@yahoo.co.uk

Landslip round-up - if you tell us!

There have been a number of quite dramatic landslips in recent
months around the UK. We’d like to hear from you, with photographs
if possible of slips that have occurred near you!

We heard recently from Richard Mann in Norfolk that some of the
extremes of weather that we are experiencing have increased slips on
the North Norfolk Coast.

There are currently several railway lines closed due to slips, in places
as far apart as the Cambrian Coast and in the Midland Valley of
Scotland.

Finally, I saw some dramatic footage, taken from the sea, off the coast
of Sussex, when a huge chunk of chalk cliff fell into the sea! Some of
these may be near you. Just turn reporter and tell us please!

Please email your pics, with brief details to:
downtoearth@geoupplies.co.uk
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in my opinion

In the last issue, DtoE 113, we published a piece of original work
from Lawrence Heslop about the rocks and structures of a short
stretch of the North Tyneside coast around Tynemouth.

Author: Tony Smith

Illustrations courtesy of Lawrence Heslop.

Lawrence focussed on a particularly interesting mudflake
conglomerate (MFC). Down to Earth reader and retired
professional geologist provided this response, which we are
publishing in full. Thanks Tony...

It was a pleasure to read your latest, deferred issue of Down to Earth.
My in-house spy tells me that you are keeping the geological flag
flying, despite headwinds and storms - long may it prosper ! Your
readers, like us, obviously value your perseverance, research, and
constructive suggestions.

I was particularly interested in the contribution on the exposures on
the Tyneside coast, which speculated on the origin of the "mudflake
conglomerate". In my former life, I logged many surface-boreholes
which cored the Permian/Coal Measure unconformity, and I even
walked mine-roadways driven on that horizon (it's not always
dangerously-wet).

Fig 2 Cliff section showing classic dune bedding

But, the Coal Measures themselves also showed primary (or
diagenetic) concretions of ironstone, as large lenses, or small nodules
(on roots in seatearths). There were also many underground exposures,
(or cores), showing flakes of eroded, part-compacted mudstone, now
in a matrix of Coal Measure sandstone.

Those penecontemporaneous, nodules, were sometimes reworked into
"puddingstones", which were later exposed, in sheet. or channel,
sandstones, occasionally "washing-out" coal seams. So, during and
after Coal-measure times, there were sources of nodules, flakes, and
agents of erosion. Thousands of metres of consolidated Carboniferous
rocks were then eroded, to create the Permian unconformity.

Fig 1 The mudflake conglomerate

Most of my personal experience was of secondary weathering, which
preceded, and was renewed following, the pre-Permian hiatus in
deposition. That weathering rarely extended more than c. 30 metres
below the current plane of the unconformity - but it was normally
accompanied by spectacular colour-mottling, in vivid reds, yellows,
greens and purples, and the degradation of any coal-horizons to grey
smudges.
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All these processes could produce the flakes now on-view in the
Tyneside exposures, as shown in your photograph (Fig. 1).. Close
inspection of that photograph also reveals a small number of
veryrounded pebbles, some with apparent "rinds"; those would seem
to be re-worked, rather than demonstrating post-depositional
weathering in situ. Of course, one of the difficulties still faced today,
is dating Permian (or late Coal Measure) rocks, because of the rarity
of dateable fossils, so, the photographed flakes, and their matrix,
could, theoretically, be entirely Permian, entirely Coal Measure, or
any combination.

The photograph (fig 2) shows classic, dune-set sandstones,
presumably from the local Tyneside cliffs, which also reveal a
contemporary ironstone concretion, with concentric "shells",
uniformitarianism, written large.

Editor’s note: Tony noticed that the BGS photograph of the headland
shows what looks like a drilling rig on the skyline. Does anyone
know anything about why it was there?
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backyard
geology

With England back n lockdown and other parts of the UK subject
to travel restrictions, we are all having to stay much close to
home these days. We asked you for your ‘backyard geology’
discoveries and I’m pleased to say that you are continuing to send
in some really interesting items.

For the time being, this feature will replace our “Ask the
audience” feature. Keep sending in your material!

Pat gives passers by something to look at...

Down to Earth reader, Pat Ford from Nottingham has given locals
on their daily walk, something natural to look at. Here’s what Pat
had to say:

“To keep busy and because I was missing playing with rocks, I got
Adrian, my husband, to take off the old plaster and we changed the
front bay to small slate tiles to add some character .Everyone noticed
on their daily walk and commented positively.”

Gabriel says:

“I found this pebble during a walk at Sandy Point near Weston super
Mare. I haven’t been able to find out anything about the fossil.

Can any of your readers help?”

Gabriel Evans (aged 8)

Peter added that he had censored the bit about grandad, who is
supposed to know about such things, having failed..

Editor’s comment: Come on readers, the fate of grandad’s as founts
of all knowledge is at stake here!

More on Margaret Ridley\s cobble...

In the last issue, we told you about a cobble that Margret Ridley
found in a neighbour’s garden. in Ely We’ve heard from a couple of
you with comments about it.
To remind you, here’s another view of Margaret’s cobble.

Can anyone help Gabriel?

A new Down to Earth reader, Peter Evans, has a request:

“My grandson Gabriel had found a pebble with a fossil which he has
been unable to identify. Gabriel is showing an interest in geology and
fossils which goes well beyond normal youthful interest. Catching his
enthusiasm now would be wonderful if possible.”

Since we published the original piece, we’ve also heard again from
Margaret, who says:

“Do you remember that I said that my lockdown project was to do our
neighbour's garden and that I found glacial till -the Oadby Formation?

A near by garage owner has had his forecourt drilled and he has left
the samples lying on the surface He has shown me the drill log .
Kimmeridge Clay was found to a depth of 6 m with the Oadby
Formation on top. He said that I could have the specimens. I would be
interested in sieving the Oadby Formation and examining it further.”

Editor’s Comment: As someone who comes from Leicestershirre,
I’m probably one of few Down to Earth readers who know where
Oadby is, if indeed it is that Oadby.
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If that is the case, is the Oadby Formation, from the Anglian
Glaciation or the Devensian?
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Meanwhile, back to Margaret’s cobble, this is what Margaret Long
had to say:

“I’m just responding to your request from Margaret Ridley about the
cobble she found in a neighbours garden. I rescued two covered in
moss and dirt from my garden where I had thrown them on a bit of a
rockery. You will know where they came from. They are found quite
easily on the shore between Helmsdale and Brora.

My brother says that they are to be found at The Mound just North of
Dornoch. These pebbles are something to do with the Helmsdale
Boulder bed. The area however has suffered greatly from turbidity.
Tsunamis , and the Helmsdale and Great Glen fault. The pink pieces
could be migmatite and pegmatite. You can see small flakes of quartz.
Other bits are old red sandstone and probably helmsdale granite or
gneiss. Quite a mixture! I may of course be totally wrong about this.
Now they are very clean. In years to come if someone digs up my
garden they will find some very odd geology.

Anne gave a link to the Geograph webpage that she’d written:
“The 'Sea of Stones' extends for several kilometres along the Moray
Firth from Spey Bay towards Lossiemouth, and it is up to about 800
metres wide. It is the one of the largest shingle systems in Britain.

It is an extensive series of shingle (or rather, pebble and cobble) ridges
parallel to the coastline. These ridges provide evidence that the land is
rising relative to the sea. During the last Ice Age, Scotland was under
many hundreds of metres of ice, and the weight of the ice was enough
to press the crust of the Earth here down into the mantle. Since the ice
melted about 10,000 years ago, the land has continued to rise very
slowly, about 1.5 millimetres a year. Each of these ridges is a storm
beach piled up by the sea, and then fossilised as the sea retreated and
could no longer reach and rearrange successive ridges. What used to
be the foot of the cliff is now some 15 metres above sea level.”

To read a little more and see many more images go to:
https://www.geograph.org.uk/snippet/

Mike Penning’s green rock from Stoke on Trent...

In DtoE 113 we featured this material that had been discovered by a
relative of reader Mike Penning, in Stoke on Trent. We received this
from Peter Barnes in response...

Here’s one of Margaret Long’s Helmsdale pebbles. As she says a
very different origin to the Ely cobble. The similarities are uncanny
though!
.

Talking of conglomerate pebbles...

It’s funny how often in Down to Earth one thing leads to another,
and thus it was with this from Anne Burgess, who was inspired by
Margaret Ridley’s original cobble...

“The cobble – there are hundreds, if not thousands, of similar cobbles
in the Spey Bay shingles. So common I hadn’t really bothered to look
closely at them. I think, but of course I could be wrong, that they are
conglomerates or breccias that have undergone metamorphism at the
same time as other Dalradian rocks in the area.”

The ‘sea of stones’, in Spey Bay (Image: Anne Burgess)
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“Of course, it's difficult to say without knowing the hardness, actual
density and mode of fracture. It's easy to think a rock has a high
density when you're holding a great lump of it so I'm going to suggest
something a little `off the wall'!

If it exhibits conchoidal fracture, like ordinary glass or obsidian, it
could be a lump of melted glass from historical glass manufacture or
melted tile material from manufacture of the Art Deco type of
pigmented structural glass (Vitriolite) popular for bathroom tiles in the
1930s. Stoke on Trent was known not only for pottery but for glass
too, for example the Falcon Glassworks of the late 1800s in Hanley.
Lumps of waste may be found from such industry, and have a glassy
appearance and fracture like waste from metal ore smelting. Also,
molten glass and Vitriolite can be found as a result of factory
explosions and fire, either accidental or from bombing during the the
Second World War.

A good example of the latter is the waste material found by
archaeologists on Crosby beach which comes from bombed buildings
in the centre of Liverpool and was moved there in order to open up the
streets. Lumps of molten Vitriolite tile have been found there and I
expect there must be molten glass too. As geologists we like our finds
to be rocks but must always keep in mind that technology can mimic
nature!”
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your feedback
Despite the lockdown we are still pleased to hear from you on any
subject, but particularly anything that you wish to comment on
from things we publish in Down to Earth.

Tell the Editor what you think about any
geological subject or article in DtoE
Email: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
or write to him at the usual address

opposite Campbell River on Vancouver Island. The debris from the
rock slope failure ran out 13 km.

Please contact us at: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
Here’s what you have to say this time...

Hello Chris

Greetings from Ingi in Iceland

It was really nice to hear from you. Not really "hear" but your letter
brings you somehow up here and reminds me on "the good old days"
that probably will never come back. And they don´t have to come
back as long as we have some future. "The future depends on what
we do today...".

I have sold most of my Super Jeeps and am going to offer a new
service, Super Mobile Truck Expeditions. I am preparing everything,
material for clients and the trucks also. My fight against Covid, a kind
of Quarantine Tours.

Be good, stay healthy, greetings to everybody,

Ingi, Iceland by email

Editor’s Note: For many years when we used t visit Iceland every
year, Ingi was our driver and then in latter years, when his brother
Siggy retired, he also became our guide.

In the last issue, we had a letter from Pamela Boult about the origin
of the word ‘toadstone’, a type of tuff from the Peak District. Here,
Ted Rodgers offers another explanation.

Dear Chris

Origins of ‘Toadstone’

Another plausible source of the word toadstone is "tot stein".
Elizabeth I was short of money so she brought over some German
miners to boost production, because it seems they were more
technically advanced than the native miners. The lavas they
encountered contained no ore and hence was "dead rock".

Ted Rodgers, Loughborough

Good Day Chris

British Columbia landslides

I thought you, and possibly your readers, might be interested in two
very large landslides that occurred in the British Columbia Coastal
Mountains both in December of last year. The size of these slides lies
in the order of tens of millions of cubic meters.

The first event happened around the middle of the month on a river
tributary to Bute Inlet in the lower half of the province more or less
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This is Elliot Creek and the canyon that was created by the
landslide. (Image: Bastian Fleury/49 North Helicopters)

The second event happened on Christmas Eve on the Taku River in
the very northwest corner of BC, quite near to Juneau, which is the
state capital of Alaska.

Both slides occurred in remote, rugged mountain terrain and in neither
case there appears to have been no loss of life. It is winter of course
and neither slide will be studied in any detail until spring and summer.
One factor, however, may be degradation of alpine permafrost in the
mountains leading to gradual weakening of the steep rock slopes at the
toe, or foot if you like, of the slope at the point where the slide lets
loose. A warm winter such as it is here now, combined with global
warming, could be a significant factor in the increase of alpine
landslides. Similar theories apply in the European Alps, combined
with de-buttressing of slope as glaciers recede.

There are good pictures of both these events on Dave Petley's
Landslide Blog out of the University of Sheffield.

In any event they put a new twist on the meaning of the words ‘Down
to Earth’!
Dear Editor

Nigel Skermer, Canada

Rock pigments

I’m an artist and I’m starting to make my own pigments. But I want
the pigments to come from quite specific geographic locations.

I’m hoping to make my first ‘rock’ pigment using ironstone from the
North York Moors – from near the old ironstone mines in Rosedale in
fact. But not being a geologist, in any way whatsoever, I’m not
entirely certain if the rocks that I’ve collected are in fact ironstone.

Howard Selina, Email: dunmoanin@gmail.com

Can anyone help Howard with a book that would help him to
confirm that what he has is ironstone?
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competition

Especially during lockdown, we ask you to
‘exercise those little grey cells’...

What’s the
story?

In the absence of entries, I found this on the internet from a US
visor t the site in 2014. Her name is Jesssica Ball.

“In 1788, James Hutton, an Edinburgh scientist and philosopher,
published his Theory of the Earth, which suggests that present-day
geologic processes operated the same way in the past and can be used
to interpret what we see in the rock record. He based this and his other
conclusions partly on observations he made at the small quarry above,
located at the base of the Salisbury Crags (a dolerite sill).

The sill that forms the crags intruded about 25 million years after the
Arthur’s Seat volcano ceased erupting, disrupting the sandstone layers
that underlie the area. At Hutton’s section, you can not only see where
the sandstone layers were ripped up by the intrusion, you can also see
some contact metamorphism where they were ‘baked’ by the hot
basalt.

In discussing this section, Hutton said:

“We know that the land is raised by a power which has for its
principle subterraneous heat, but how that land is preserved in its
elevated station, is a subject which we have not even the means to
form a conjecture.”

Apologies if some of you were thrown off the scent by the suggestion
that this was situated in ‘Holbrook Park’ rather than ‘Holyrood
Park’ - thanks to those of you who let us know. It’s high time that
my spell checker was taught a bit of local knowledge!

I’m sure that a large number of you recognised this location in
Holyrood Park, as the famous “Hutton’s Section”. Several of you
have contacted me to say that you knew this and thought that
somebody else would respond. The end result is that nobody has
sent me in a proper entry, unless I’ve missed it in the flurry of emails
that I get these days!

He suggested that molten rock under pressure could intrude across or
between sedimentary layers and sometimes reach the surface as lava
flows, a conjecture that’s played out in both the Salisbury Crags and in
the Arthur’s Seat volcano, whose feeder dykes intrude the same
sandstones.

The ripped-up bit is very dramatic for a geologist, although
considerably smaller in scale than the illustration found on the
information plaque, which is an etching by John Clerk of Eldin for the
book:”

Take a look at John Clerk’s etching for yourself, you can readily
find it online.. It’s a reversal of the real thing because this is a
lithographic print. That said, the scale is more than a little out!
Perhaps this is artistic licence to make it look more dramatic than it
actually is. Whatever the explanation, this is a world class
geological site that everyone should see!

Our picture for this issue is of an
outcrop on the coast of North
Somerset, at Portishead. It comes
courtesy of Down to Earth reader
Peter Twigg.

As always, with this feature, use your
skills to decide what’s the story!

The closing date is April 15th. 2021.
The prize this time is a copy of either
the William Smith or Bedrock
Geology map 1000-piece jigsaw from
BGS, worth £24.95.

We welcome images for use in this
feature.

Email your answers and images to:
downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
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a good read

Reviewer: Chris Darmon

Book Choice

Title:

The New Forest
Geology and Fossils
Author:
James Barnet
Publisher: Crowood Press
ISBN:
978 1 785008 16 0
Format: Softback
Cost:
£16.99
Level:
Adult & general interest
My rating: *****

One of the success stories of lockdowns associated with Covid-19 has
been the resurgence of reading as a pastime. So it’s good to see a
brand new publication about an area of the country that, so far as I
know, has never had a book that celebrates its geology.

The New Forest National Park has long been known as an area of
outstanding natural beauty, but one that hides its geology, at least the
knowledge of that geology.

Dr James Barnet grew up in the area before taking up geology
professionally in the oil industry. This book is the culmination of
almost thirty years' experience of fossil hunting and geological study
in and around the New Forest, as well as along the Jurassic coast.

As an oil geologist, it comes as no surprise to find that James makes
use of deep borehole logs to tell the deep time history of the much
more recent sedimentary basin. From the BP Fordingbridge Well we
learn about the story since the Triassic and from the deeper geothermal
energy well in Southampton we can take the history back to the
Devonian. For many people, this will be new information.

James goes on to illustrate this ‘hidden history’ using coastal
exposures from Dorset. Thus, the New Forest geology can be linked
in to that on the coast to the south. He handles this so well that this
part of the book adds greatly to our knowledge of Dorset’s geology.
In the post-Cretaceous, we have the Alpine inversion and the
formation of the modern Hampshire Basin. Once again James takes in
the regional picture. The entire journey is superbly illustrated with
maps, diagrams and photographs.

There’s an excellent chapter covering the petroleum geology of the
Wessex and Weald Basins, followed by an in-depth at the Palaeogene
stratigraphy of the area. This is essentially the surface geology. I
liked the inclusion of a chapter on the natural resources of the New
Forest.

No book about the New Forest area would be complete without due
consideration being given to the fossils. James does not disappoint!
He features fossil sites both within the National Park and in the wider
Hampshire Basin. This is followed by a comprehensive fossil listing
with excellent images of fossils.

In conclusion, this is a very useful book about the geology of the New
Forest and adjacent areas. It treads the fine line between being a book
for people with some geological knowledge whilst also appealing to
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Title:

Past Time - Geology in
European & American art
Author:
Patricia Phagan
Publisher: D Giles Ltd
ISBN:
978 1 911282 36 5
Format: Hardback
Cost:
£34.95
Level:
Adult general interest
My rating: ****

Over the years, I’ve met a number of people who are not only
interested in geology, they also have a passion, and some considerable
skill in being able to turn what they are seeing in the field into artwork
that’s really pleasing to the eye. Now a book has been published that
explores the role that geology has played in European and American
art. It features some superb artwork to illustrate the narrative.

The history of geology in what might be called the ‘pre-photographic
age’ is intricately linked to artistic expression. Who can forget the
images drawn by James Hutton’s friend John Clerk. They engage with
the subject in a way that only an artist can, not just seeing the natural
landscape and the rock, like a photograph, but exaggerating the
features to bring them to the fore.

This book covers the period from the 1770s through to the 1890s and
presents a wide range of works from both European and American
artists who were engaged with a new scientific discipline, that of
geology. Like the pioneer geologists, these artists were also engaged
in reading the rocks. They were looking at the same subjects, but
doing so through the eye of an artist, not a scientist.

This is a beautifully illustrated book that will appeal to anyone who
admires the natural landscape and views specimens of rocks, minerals
and fossils as beautiful expressions of Earth forms.

Through the pages of this book we see beautiful coastlines, caves and
cliffs. But there are also fascinating details of rock faces as well as
due homage paid to volcanoes, glaciers and mountains.

After reading this book and studying the works of art that it contains,
you should be convinced, as I was of art and geology complement
each other. This was indeed a golden age of art and science. They are
works of great freshness and spontaneity in which the artist is
transcribing the nature that’s being observed.

Collectively they show that at this time at least there was almost a
common purpose between the artist and the geologist. Both wanted to
convey the beauty of what they saw to a wide audience who could not
enjoy it for themselves.
Geo Supplies stocks hundreds of geological books and
booklets, as well as holding a full range of BGS maps and
other publications. If we haven’t got it in stock, we can
usually get a current title for you within a short period of
time.
Browse our booklist online @ www.geosupplies.co.uk
or ring us on 0114 2455746
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Title:

The Deep History of
Scotland’s West Highlands
Author:
Ian Parsons
Publisher: Lochaber Geopark
Format: Softback
Cost:
£4.00 + postage
Level:
Adult & general interest
My rating: *****

Over the last few years we’ve seen a steady stream of excellent
publications courtesy of our Geoparks. Some such as the Geopark
Ynys Mon (Anglesey) have penned excurons guides that have become
geological bestsellers.

Geoparks ares preeminent communicators of their geology and
landscape to a wide audience. Several have realised that whilst their
pulications may not ring in a huge amount of money, they are very
useful when times are tight to aid them in their work.

The Lochaber Geopark covers an amazing part of Western Scotland
that includes Ben Nevis, Glen Coe, the Great Glen, the islands of
Rum, Eigg, Muck and Canna as well as the amazing Ardnamurchan
Peninsula. Whilst it’s an area of superb scenery and fabulous and
varied geology, it’s also one with a very small population. This
geopark has struggled to survive in recent years and has found itself
having to Crowdfund it’s way forward.

So it’s all the more amazing to find them with this new publication. In
just 24 A5 pages, including the cover, they have managed to provide a
summary of the 3 billion years that is covered by the rocks of the
geopark. Not only that, but it’s well written and superbly illustrated!

My only comment is that I could have done with a geological base
map, such as that in their other book that covers the formation of Ben
Nevis. That said, this is a magnificent geological story that goes from
the basement of Lewisian Gneiss, through collisions, folds and faults
to bring us to the most recent and dramatic events of the Ice Ages.

Not many other geoparks have not one, but two episodes of
volcanism. The Silurian caldera of Glen Coe and the Palaeogene
intrusions and volcano of Ardnamurchan. The first was associated
with continental collisions events and second with the opening of the
North Atlantic.

The story is told in an engaging manner using the minimum of
technical jargon and language. That said, it’s told in a modern way
with lots of maps that show the position of the plates at the time. In
this way people can engage with the magnitude of the events that have
shaped the area.

I particularly like the double page spread on the Quaternary Ice Ages
and also the glossary at the back that not only explained the meaning
of a few terms it also illustrates them in a meaningful way.

If you, or your friends have visited this area, or are planning to do so,
then this is a booklet for you! At this price, why not purchases a
couple of copies and pass one on to a friend? Better still, why not also
get a copy of the Ben Nevis book?
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Title:
Authors:
Publisher:
Format:
Cost:
Level:
My rating:

Delving along the Derwent
The Delvers
Derbyshire Widlife Trust
Softback
£18.00
Adult & general interest
*****

This came last year, but what with all of the problems caused by
Covid-19, I’m afraid that it got to the bottom of a pile and has only
just emerged. With the apology out of the way, let me say from the
outset that this is an amazing piece of original research.

This publication is one of three under the banner of “DerwentWISE” a
Heritage Lottery funded project. The coordinator of the project was
retired National Stone Centre Director, Ian Thomas. But the bulk of
the research was carried out by “The Delvers”.

This book is a unique history of 200 quarries that were situated along
the River Derwent in a 20-mile stretch from Derby in the south to
Matlock and around Wirksworth in the north.

The varied geology of limestones and sandstones forms the backdrop
to the quarries. Without it, they could not have existed, but at the
heart of quarrying lie people. Without these people and the skills that
they brought, this same stretch f river could not have formed the cradle of the industrial revolution.

Yes, the mills needed the water of the Derwent to turn their great
water wheels, but the mills needed stone for their construction. All
this was taking place in the pre-steam age, in the late eighteenth
century and the early years of the nineteenth.

This book takes a chronological look at the history of the industry,
beginning with the earliest records and going on through the Middle
Ages to the Industrial Revolution period and ending with the workings
of today.

The largest part of the book is a closer look at some of the larger
quarrying operations. These are divided into two parts, the sandstone
quarries and the limestone quarries.

Whilst this is a definitive work of reference for many of the quarries,
it also contains a wealth of social history. It’s worth remembering that
quarry work was considered well above work on the land and the
work attracted some of the best workers of the day. They, and their
families, contributed greatly to their local communities.

The book also contains a wealth of anecdotes, some of them
amusing, others touching. Like the tunnels at one quarry that were
used as a secret wartime store to hide Spitfire design details or the fact
that Florence Nightingale ran a tea shop to bring peace between two of
her rival quarrying tenants.
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diary of
virtual events

With so many local geological clubs and societies unable to
deliver their usual indoor lectures. Many have turned to Zoom
and YouTube formats to keep the information flowing.

Many are generously offering these to a wider audience around
the country, either with a small charge or entirely free.

For the first time in Down to Earth, we are now lusting these
events in date order as per our normal diary feature. The fact
that an event is listed, should in no way imply that you can necessarily take part as of right. Please contact the organisers in good
time.

In addition, our monthly DtoE extra, will list as many events as
possible. Club Secretaries, please contact us at:
downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

virtual lectures/talks

February
17 “The Anthropocene: a unique geological event and an age of
collapse” by Scott Bennet Organiser: Mid Wales Geology Club
Details: http://midwalesgeology.org.uk
17 “Geological time and the Anthropocene” by Ian Fairchild
Organiser: Warwickshire Geol. Conservation Group
Details: https://www.wgcg.co.uk/
20 “Coming out from the shadow of the dinosaurs, a new look at the
first mammals” by Pam Gill
Organiser: South Wales GA Details: www.swga.org.uk
23 “Caring for geological collections” by Christian Bears
Organiser: Liverpool Geol. Soc.
Details: https://liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org/indoor-meetings
25 “The dawn of the Cambrian explosion - the Scottish fossil
evidence” Organiser: Northwest Highlands Geopark
To register go to: https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYpfuusqjssGd0XP1PSNdgGHpxjqob6RR4v

March
3 “Dinosaurs and Deserts in Wales” by Cindy Howells
Organiser: Brighton & Hove Geol. Soc.
Details: http://www.bhgs.org/programme.htm
4 “Sediments in Rajasthan, India” by Hazel Beaumont
Organiser: Bath Geol. Soc.
Details: https://bathgeolsoc.org.uk/lectures/
8 “Gold is where you find it” by Lesley Collins
Organiser: Huddersfield Geology Group
Details: http://www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk/talks/
8 “A word on the Anthropocene” by Phillip Gibbard
Organiser: Cambridgeshire Geol.Soc.
Details: http://www.cambsgeology.org/events
9 “Granite tors of Dartmoor” by Stephen Krause
Organiser: Amateur Geol. Soc.
Details: www.amgeosoc.wordpress.com
9 “Mercia Mudstone, salt and gypsum” by Adrian Collings
Organiser: Geol. Soc. West Midlands Group
Details: geolsoc_wmrg@live.co.uk
10 “Iceland and its volcanoes” by Hazel Rymer
Organiser: Shropshire Geol. Soc.
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During the current restrictions, we will try to keep you
informed about the wide range of virtual events that are
being hosted on Zoom or YouTube. We appreciate all the
local clubs and societies that are keeping events running.

Details: http://www.shropshiregeology.org.uk/SGS/SGSEvents.htm
10 “The effects of stratigraphy on the London Underground” by
Jonathan Paul Organiser: Harrow & Hillingdon Geol. Soc.
Details: http://www.hhgs.org.uk/MonthlyMeetings.html
10 “Minerals in Afghanistan” by Robin Grayson
Organiser: Manchester GA Details: http://www.mangeolassoc.org.uk/
11 “The Pleistocene succession of the Middle Trent Basin” by Peter
Jones Organiser: North Staffs GA Details: https://nsgga.org/
11 “The history of micropalaeontlogy - a science promoted by
conflict” by Haydon Bailey Organiser: Hertfordshire Geol. Soc
Details: https://www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk/2021meetings.htm
11 “The geology of Southern Sweden” by David Hill
Organiser: Hull Geol. Soc.
Details: Mike Horne mike@zenrocks.karoo.co.uk
12 “Investigating Precambrian Glaciations from the bottom up,
Subglacial Geomorphology from China and USA” by Thomas
Vandyke Organiser: Farnham Geol. Soc.
Details: https://www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk/meetings.html
15 “Silurian rocks of the Dingle Peninsula” by Ken Higgs
Organiser: Black Country Geol. Soc. Details: https://bcgs.info/pub/
17 “Geothermal energy” by Ian Stimpson Organiser: Mid Wales
Geology Club Details: http://midwalesgeology.org.uk
17 “The geology of Iceland” by Stuart Blake
Organiser: Warwickshire Geol. Conservation Group
Details: https://www.wgcg.co.uk/
17 “Some of my favourite outcrops from around the world” by Pete
Burgess Organiser: Westmorland Geol. Soc.
Details https://www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk/
18 “Rocks, fossils and building stones in a small area in
Berwickshire” by Alison Tymon
Organisesussex Geodiversity Peternersipr: Leeds Geological Association Details: www.leedsga.org
19 “The Sussex Geodiversity Partnership” by Peter Anderton
Organiser: West Sussex Geol.. Soc. Details: http://www.wsgs.org.uk
20 “The crucial importance of a conceptual ground model as applied
to redevelopment of Barry Docks” by Peter Brabham
Organiser: South Wales GA Details: www.swga.org.uk

April
7 “The importance of small mammals in Pleistocene deposits with a
focus on Creswell Crags” by Angharad Jones
Organiser: Brighton & Hove Geol. Soc.
Details: http://www.bhgs.org/programme.htm
8 Palaeontology lecture tbc. by Catherine Klein
Organiser: Bath Geol. Soc.
Details: https://bathgeolsoc.org.uk/lectures/
8 “In search of Burtonite in Norway” by Linda Hamling
Organiser: Hertfordshire Geol. Soc
Details: https://www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk/2021meetings.htm
8 “Dinosaurs in full colour” by Mike Benton
Organiser: Mole Valley Geol. Soc.
Details: Barrie Williams bkwilliams@btinternet.com
8 “The Yorkshire Type Erratic Collection” by Mike Horne
Organiser: Hull Geol. Soc.
Details: Mike Horne mike@zenrocks.karoo.co.uk
9 “Climate archives of caves and stalagmites” by David Mattey
Organiser: Farnham Geol. Soc.
Details: https://www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk/meetings.html
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12 “The first day of the Cenozoic: insights into the Chicxulub Crater”
by Auriol Rae Organiser: Cambridgeshire Geol.Soc.
Details: http://www.cambsgeology.org/events
13 “Cold supraglacial volcanic deposits and their effects on glacial
ablation” by Laura Hobbs
Organiser: Geol. Soc. West Midlands Group
Details: geolsoc_wmrg@live.co.uk
14 “Quaternary Rivers and Glaciers in Midland and Eastern England
– conflicting views and observable evidence” by Jim Rose
Organiser: Harrow & Hillingdon Geol. Soc.
Details: http://www.hhgs.org.uk/MonthlyMeetings.html
15 “A re-evaluation of glacial Lake Pickering” by Laura Eddie
Organiser: Leeds Geological Association Details: www.leedsga.org
16 “Why are the Andews s high?” by Laura Evenstar
Organiser: West Sussex Geol.Soc. Details: http://www.wsgs.org.uk
19 “Gold from around the world” by Stephen Knipe from Canada
Organiser: Black Country Geol. Soc. Details: https://bcgs.info/pub/

May
6 “Shifting sands and devil’s toenails: Jurassic stratigraphy at
Redcar” by Jed Atkinson
Organiser: Leeds Geological Association Details: www.leedsga.org
6 “A bug’s life” by Malcolm Hart
Organiser: Bath Geol. Soc.
Details: https://bathgeolsoc.org.uk/lectures/
13 “Fossilised quicksands - key to fossilised earthquakes?” by Joe
Cartwright Organiser: Mole Valley Geol. Soc.
Details: Barrie Williams bkwilliams@btinternet.com
13 “Smith - marks on the landscape” by Peter Wigley
Organiser: Hertfordshire Geol. Soc
Details: https://www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk/2021meetings.htm
14 “Exceptionally preserved Cambrian arthropods and their role in
understanding arthropod evolution” by Greg Edgecombe
Organiser: Farnham Geol. Soc.
Details: https://www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk/meetings.html

virtual seminars/day schools

February
24 Seminar on Fossilisation, chaired by Mike Horne
Organiser: Hull Geol. Soc.
Details: Mike Horne mike@zenrocks.karoo.co.uk
24 Virtual day school “Minerals for all” with Chris Darmon and Colin
Schofield. Organiser: Down to Earth
Details: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

March
10 Virtual day school “Inside out geology - reading rock outcrops
virtually” with Chris Darmon and Colin Schofield
Organiser: Down to Earth
Details: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
24 Virtual day school “The UK’s oil and gas bonanza” with Chris
Darmon and Colin Schofield Organiser: Down to Earth
Details: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk

April
7 Virtual day school “The major limestones of the UK” with Chris
Darmon and Colin Schofield Organiser: Down to Earth
Details: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
21 Virtual day school “There;s’ gold in them thar hills” with Chris
Darmon and Colin Schofield
Organiser: Down to Earth
Details: downtoearth@geosupplies.co.uk
21 Seminar on the “Cobble Churches of Holderness” with John
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Connor & Mike Horne Organiser: Hull Geol. Soc.
Details: Mike Horne mike@zenrocks.karoo.co.uk

other sources of virtual learning

The Geological Society some national events open to all
Website: www.geolsoc.org.uk/events

Geologists’’ Association monthly Zoom lectures freely available to all
Website: https://geologistsassociation.org.uk/galecturesforall/
Email: admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Cumberland Geological Society has transferred its lecture
programme to Zoom, the events are open to all. Full Zoom login
details can be found on the website
Website: http://www.cumberland-geol-soc.org.uk/events/

Edinburgh Geological Society are holding regular meetings on Zoom,
open to all and free of charge
Website: https://www.edinburghgeolsoc.org/lectures/
Email: agle@bgs.ac.uk

Geological Society of Glasgow during the Covid pandemic, the
Society has been presenting a series of virtual field excursions in the
local area. along with virtual lectures - see website below
Website: https://geologyglasgow.org.uk/gsocg-events/excursions/virtual-excursions/
Oxford University Museum of Natural History holds regular events
on its YouTube channel and also free talks - advance booking is
required, see below
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/oumnhvideos/videos
Website: https://www.oumnh.ox.ac.uk/
Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences, Cambridge have a number of
films, activities and games online, suitable for all ages
Website: https://www.museums.cam.ac.uk/activities
Shropshire Geological Society regular Zoom meetings, see below
Website: www.shropshiregeology.org.uk/SGS/SGSEvents.htm

Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group regular free talks on
Zoom - contact them as shown below
Website: www.wgcg.co.uk/
Email: warwickshiregcg@gmail.com

Yorkshire Geological Society are holding virtual YouTube meetings,
advance registration is required - see website below from where you
can send an enquiry
Website: https://www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk

virtual courses

Down to Earth Zoom distance learning, six one-hour long sessions
starting February 25 £30.00

Website: www.geosupplies.co.uk
Email: downtoarth@geosupplies.co.uk

OpenLearn free learning from The Open University
Website: https://www.open.edu/openlearn/science-maths-technology/science/geology

If your organisation is offering online talks or courses, we want to
hear from you!
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pygidium

Our regular little ‘tail-pieces’ of information
to amuse you. At times like these we are all
looking for something to cheer us up!

Keeping kids amused, and increasing their geological
knowledge during lockdown...

If you are a parent or grandparent with school age children, you will
probably know all about the challenges of keeping them learning
during these long weeks of lockdown.

Schools have been very good at organising lessons online and there’s
also the BBC programmes. The coverage offered by such
programmes will be largely focussed on what we might call the
‘mainstream’ subjects, with little or no Earth science.

However, I’ve come across a brilliant website, that’s aimed at primary
aged children called OneGeology Kids.

The OneGeology logo

OneGeology's aim is to improve the WWW accessibility (including
interoperability) and usefulness of global geoscience data needed to
address many societal issues including mitigation of hazards, meeting
resource requirements, and climate change.”

The OneGeology organisational model seems to have all the trappings
of an international body, with a complex governance structure and a
board. It’s members include a number of national geological surveys,
including our own BGS.

OneGeology Kids fun at the Giant’s Causeway - all you have to do is
click on a character for more subject content!

This is in the information for parents section:

“The OneGeology Kids pages are for young children under 10 years
old and all young budding geologists out there. Investigate what
geology is all about, from dinosaurs and volcanoes to water and
energy. These pages are aimed at younger children as a basic and fun
introduction to geology around the world.”

The OneGeology board, at its meeting in Canada in 2018

Best of all though, there’s plenty of content on the site, and it’s not just
aimed at kids!

Go to the home page:
http://www.onegeology.org/extra/kids/home.html

For more information go to: http://www.onegeology.org/

If you aren’t familiar with the organisation OneGeology, and I have to
confess, I wasn’t, here’s what I can glean off the internet:

If you are looking for something that will engage an older child,
particularly one that’s hooked on gaming, why not try “The Geology
Game”?

OneGeology - what is it?

“It is an international initiative of the geological surveys of the world
who are working together with the support of international
organisations, regional organisations and industry sponsors to achieve
this ambitious and exciting venture. Please follow the links in this
section to find out more about OneGeology, what it is, why we are
doing it, and how such an initiative can be achieved.

This section also contains our mission statement and the accord,
which act as a summary of the project's aims that all participants have
agreed to.
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For older kids, there’s always “The Geology Game”...

I found this review on “The Volcanology Chronicles”

“I found a little nugget called “The Geology Game“. It costs £7.19
and well, I am a sucker for a bargain.

So…after spending 4.9 hours (not all at one go) on it…let me give
people a run through of how it works, its features and stuff and
conclude whether or not it could be used to teach about geology!

First and foremost, after doing a little digging (pun intended), the
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developer is not a geologist and said they did just 2 months worth of
research for this game, particularly on where each fossil, bedrock,
mineral should be located. So take the information displayed with a
pinch of salt!

I am up against Israel, China and Iran. Four things make up your
museum’s status (which starts off as none on a new game): income
(the bundle of money), prestige (the earth showing the core…for .
some reason), visitors (ticket) and exhibits (dinosaur skull). This is all
summarised in the top left hand corner:”

There’s clearly a lot of geological material in this gamne, including a
number of fossils, so even if some of the content hasn’t been
‘geologically proof read’ kids are bound to gain some really good
background geological knowledge

And finally, a beer that packs a punch...

We’ve all heard of ‘dynamite’. but I wonder what sort of punch this
beer packs? With all the news about Mary Anning recently, this is
even more good to come out of the Dorset Brewing Company.

According to the tasting notes: It’s a “Copper coloured premium
bitter with hints of chocolate undercut with a pink grapefruit aroma”.
so now you know!

A screen shot from “The Geology Game”

First off, you choose a name for your museum, where it will be
located and the difficulty level. Next, you are taken to the screen of
the status of your museum and then the status of the museums you are
competing against which are generated at random.

Everyone needs an angel at the moment...

Down to Earth reader Jenny Wigston sent in this stunning image of the alternative “The Angel of the North” which is situated on a farm
and is constructed from scrap material. It seems almost as good as the real angel!
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Featured books
February to April

In each issue we are pleased to be able to introduce you to a range of featured books. Where they are
being offered at reduced prices, these will be current to the end of April 2021 provided that stocks are
available. Please note, all prices include UK postage.

Just out!
£26.00

New!
£14.00

New!
£22.00
6

Recent!
£19.99

New!
£35.00
9

New!
£5.50

Special!
£12.00

Value!
£15.95

The pair
£28.00
BGS map & book packs UK
North & South £16.00
each or the pair for £28.00

New!
£18.00
9

Paperback!
£11.00

Order online at www.geosupplies.co.uk or ring us on 0114 245 5746
Geo Supplies Ltd 49 Station Road, Chapeltown, Sheffield S35 2XE

